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English and Biology Alcohol
 A

 B

1 You can relax 
after a glass or 
two because brain 
activity drops with 

alcohol. 

2 You start to 
lose control: The 
body can’t break 

down the alcohol fast 
enough and it goes 

to the brain. 

4 You start to feel 
queasy. This happens 
quicker on an empty 
stomach because the 
drug gets into your 

blood faster.

5 Alcohol is a 
poison: If you 

continue to drink, 
your stomach gets 
rid of the alcohol!

6 In the last stage you 
fall asleep or go into 
a coma. With very high 
alcohol levels your 

nervous system can stop 
working and you die.

From ‘cool’ to coma in six (qu)easy stages!
Dr. Jim Green from the Michigan Medical Center explains what happens when you drink alcohol:

1 2 3

4
5

3 The brain has less 
control of your body: 

You move and think more 
slowly. You can’t speak 
clearly. Things look 

blurred.

6

Home / Q and A / Events / About us / Contact

Q: How much alcohol is there in a drink?
A:  Some drinks are stronger than others. For this reason, scientists talk about ‘standard 

drinks’. In the US, a standard drink contains 1.2 tablespoons (5 oz, or 147 ml) of pure 
alcohol (ethanol).

ONE STANDARD 
DRINK 

=
12 oz (354 ml) beer 
(5 % alcolhol)

or
5 oz  (147 ml) wine
(12 % alcolhol)

or
1.5 oz  (0.14 ml) hard liquor 
(40 % alcolhol)

The body takes two hours to break down the alcohol in one standard drink.
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1 Text A   

Read	the	information	about	standard	drinks.	
How	many	US	standard	drinks	(to	the	nearest	
standard	drink)	are	in:		

1. two glasses of beer (0.5 l each)
2. one bottle of vodka (1 l)
3. one bottle of red wine  (0.75 l)

2 Text B 

a)	 Read	about	each	of	the	stages	that	the	
leaflet	describes.	

b)	 Draw	a	diagram	of	the	human	body.	Label	
the	organs	which	are	mentioned	in	text	B.	
Write	a	short	information	box	to	say	what	
happens	to	each	organ	when	alcohol	is	
drunk.

3 Texts C and D

Compare	text	C	and	text	D.	

1.  What kinds of ‘fun’, and what activities, do 
the texts mention? 

2.  What is the message of each text? Write 
each message in one or two sentences.

3.  Do you agree with the messages? Say why or 
why not.

4 Your turn

Do	ONE	of	these	tasks:	

1.  A display: Design a poster to inform 
young people about alcohol. Think of a 
good slogan. Present your poster to your 
classmates.

2.   A team quiz: Write ten quiz questions about 
alcohol and drinking. (Check that you have 
the answers!) Then organize a quiz with all 
the teams’ questions.

g

 C

 D

pure !pjUE? – rein, queasy !*kwi:zi? – übel, stage !steIdZ? 
– Stadium, brain !breIn? – Gehirn, blurred !bl3:d? – 
verschwommen, blood !bl0d? – Blut, poison !*pCIzn? – Gift,  
to get rid of !*rId-Ev? – loswerden, to label !*leIbl?  – beschriften

 ➝ Skills 122, 13

 ➝ Skills 122, 11

 ➝ Skills 115, 3

be cool. stay cool. don‘t drink. www.thecoolspot.gov
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